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UUsing ODS and sing ODS and 
XML to produce XML to produce 

Excel OutputExcel Output

Rob West
SAS Technology Centre
System Engineering Division
Statistics Canada

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I will show you how to create output using 
SAS that can be read by your current EXCEL Application
Without needing to run EXCEL
Use DDE
Even need to have Excel installed on the platform
You are using
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AgendaAgenda

• Overview 
• Step by step SAS to Excel (XML)
• Advanced features
• References
• Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some higher level information on what SAS processes are 
used to create the Excel/XML output.  This includes 
The advantages of using this approach
An overview of ODS
A Description of what a Tagset is.  You will need this to 
create the output.
A description of how you can take a bland dataset and with little 
effort turn it into an  attractive presentation in Excel
An overview of some advanced features you can take 
advantage of
The place you can go to find further information about 
this subject , as well as this example
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Advantages of using XML for 
Excel Output

• A modern approach of creating Excel 
output in SAS

• Excel does not have to be installed or 
referenced

• Leveraging ODS and SAS Procs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advantages of using XML for Excel Output
A modern Approach to create Excel Output using SAS.  
As I said before this approach creates a XML file 
that that can be read by EXCEL.  
During the creation process, 
Excel does not need to be involved in any way.  
Either directly or indirectly
This method of creating SAS output takes advantage 
SAS’s processes allowing for a seamless implementation 
of the output
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ODS

• The Output Delivery System enables you to 
produce SAS output in a variety of 
destinations
– HTML
– RTF
– PDF
– XML

• The output format discussed in this 
presentation is XML

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ODS allows you to produce SAS output in a 
variety of formats such as 
HTML, RTF, PDF and XML.  
The output format discussed in this presentation is XML. 
 By the way Microsoft Office 2007 uses 
XML as its file formats
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TAGSET

• Specifies instruction for creating the 
proper XML output

• ExcelXP Tagset: XML specifications 
for Excel spreadsheets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with all ODS output this method uses a Proc Template file called a “TAGSET” to produce its output
The Tagset specifies instructions for creating the Markup codes used for the SAS output.  
As already mentioned, these tagsets are created using a PROC template and therefore you can create your on or modify an existing one to suit your needs.
The default Tagset used to create XML output are stored in a file called “EXCELXP.sas.
For the system to work properly you need to make sure that you have the latest version installed on your system.  The file can be found at …
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From this . . .

SAS Dataset

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AN Example of a unformated DATASET
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. . . To this

Formatted Excel Spreadsheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Final Output

This is the output that I want to create and next I will show you how it can be done
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Transition

SAS DATASET XML FILE Microsoft
Excel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this slide I want to have a series of pictures connected with arrows that show the sequence from a SAS dataset through a XML sheet to the excel spreedsheet
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Example of an XML File
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First Step: ODS, Tagsets and 
Templates

libname datain "C:\temp ";

ods listing close;

ods tagsets.ExcelXP style=XLsansPrinter2 path “C:\temp” file="1stStep.xls";

proc report data=datain.bmi nowd;
run;

ods tagsets.ExcelXP close;

ods listing;

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This statement Closes the listing destination, which writes the output to an output window, we only want to generate XML output
This bit of code tells the ODS to use the ExcelXL tagset
The style sheet to use, this directs the look and feel for the output
The output path and file name
The proc report, note that we are currently doing nothing
This closes and releases the XML file so it can be read by another application such as Excel
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Output from First Step

Unformatted Excel Spreadsheet

• Add titles

• Change the column widths

• Add column labels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the output from the code just shown,  note than there is no formatting done and indeed it looks much like the SAS dataset 
For the next step we want to do the following
Add Titles and footnotes
Change the Column widths
Add Column Labels
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Second Step: Titles, Footnotes, 
Column widths and Labels

ods tagsets.ExcelXP style=XLsansPrinter2 path=“C:\temp” file="2ndStep.xls";
options(embedded_titles='yes'

embedded_footnotes='yes'                       
absolute_column_width='25,15,15,5,2,5,2,5,2,5,2,5,2,5,2,5,2');

proc report data=datain.bmi nowd;
columns Province

Bmides
Bmi
( "YEAR“
Y1995 

. . .
Y2007
X2007);

label Bmides = 'STATUS'
Bmi = 'BMI RANGE‘

. . .
Y1995  = '1995’
Y2007  = '2007';

title ‘BMI RATES FOR THE YEARS 1995 – 2007’;
footnote 'DATA SOURCE: HPHS, CCHS'; 

run;

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The statement in the options section of the tagsets tells the system to use the titles and footnotes that appear in the Proc Report
This line sets the column widths 
The column labels are part of the Report Procedure, note that there is nothing special about this, just PROC REPORT code
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Output from Second Step

Titles, Column Widths and Column Labels

• Format the data in the cells
• Add background colours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the output that generated by the code in the previous slide
If we look closer we see that the data needs to have a consistent format and perhaps we could reduce the number of columns and have a better display
Now we plan to
Format the data in the cells (number formatting, Bold etc)
Place some background colours in the cells
The E and F you see here is a data quality indicator
E = use with caution
F= unrealiable
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Third Step:  Cell formatting and 
Background Colours

proc report data=datain.bmi nowd;
define X1995 /noprint;

. . .

compute X1995; 
if X1995 = 'F' then call define("_C4_",'style','style=[background=RED]' );
if X1995 = 'E' then call define("_C4_",'style','style=[background=yellow font_weight=bold 

tagattr = "format:0.0"]');
endcomp;

. . .

define Y1995 /  style(column) = data_decimal_1;
. . .

column Bmides
Bmi
( "YEAR"

Y1995
X1995
. . . 

run;

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provided that there no special formatting in the cell, this line will produce output with a zero after the decimal point
These statement will change the font weight and the format of a cell
Note the tagattr command, this allows the use of Microsoft formats to be inserted into the XML code.
If you are unfamiliar with the exact code you want,  Do your formatting in an excel spread sheet, save it as an XML file and look at the XML code
This is the code to provide for Background colour based of a specific criteria
Much of this code are parts of PROC REPORT, which works seamlessly with this process
The variale comes from the style
As with trafic lights yellow = use with caution
Red = unreliable
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Output from Third Step

Formatting and Background Colours

• Create multi-sheet output

• Add footnotes to explain 
background colours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the result
Here is a closer look at the formatting that has been done
Here we see that the data is for all the provinces, this creates a long page and makes it hard to find the province you what
The solution, Create multi sheet output.
We can see the red and yellow backgrounds as discussed earlier
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Fourth Step: 
Creating Multi-Sheet Output  

ods tagsets.ExcelXP style=XLsansPrinter2 path=“C:\temp: file=“4thStep.xml"
options(sheet_interval='bygroup'

embedded_titles='yes'
embedded_footnotes='yes'
absolute_column_width='15,15,5,5,5,5,5,5,5'
zoom='160');

proc report data=pres.first nowd;
by Province notsorted;
. . . 

footnote2 'Background yellow = Use with caution';
fotenote3 'Background Red = Too unreliable to be published';

. . .
run;

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This option divides the data using the by 
This line of code is placed in the PROC REPORT to Divide the data
This line of code is used to zoom in on the spreadsheet, this helps old guys like me who are losing there vision
This adds to the footnotes,  explains what the colours mean, 
Placed here because in the previous screen shoots, the page was to long to see the footnotes
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Output from Fourth Step

Multi-sheet output

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the result. Note how much better this looks, the output is much more compact and easy to reat
There are a few minor things we need to deal with
The byline seems out of place and is truncated
The tab title is tool long and truncated as well
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Final Step:  
Cleaning up the output 

ods tagsets.ExcelXP style=XLsansPrinter2 path=“C:\temp” file=“FinalStep.xls"
options(sheet_interval='bygroup'

sheet_label=‘ ‘
suppress_bylines='yes'
embedded_titles='yes'
embedded_footnotes='yes'
absolute_column_width='15,15,5,5,5,5,5,5,5'
zoom='160');

. . .
title2 #byvalue(Province);

. . .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The code to suppress the byline
This changes the label to remove the “PROVINCE= part
This places a subtitle to indicate the province name
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Final Output

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the final output 
Note the following:
The byline is removed and replaced by a title
The sheet title is much better
Now I have shown an example how you can create Excel output using XML and ODS, now I am going to show you some advanced features
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Advanced Features 
Number Formats

Some Number Formats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You need to format a a number to give a specific number of decimal places but are unsure of the syntax of the command

Here is a method that you can used to find out

First open a Excel Workbook and format the numbers to your liking
Save the Excel workbook as a XML file
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Example of XML 
in a text editor

<Styles>  <Style ss:ID="s21">
<Style ss:ID="s22">

<NumberFormat ss:Format="0.0"/>
</Style>
<Style ss:ID="s23">
<NumberFormat ss:Format="Fixed"/>
</Style>
<Style ss:ID="s24">
<NumberFormat ss:Format="0.000"/>
</Style>
</Styles>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open the XML file in notepad,  scan through the code to find where the formats are defined in the style section of the file

Find the line tagattr = Format:---

The word following the word format and this is what you need

Note:  the XML file created by ODS can be read by any text reader, it is not in binary format
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Style Sheet
proc template; 

define style Styles.XLNumberFormats;               
parent = styles. XLsansPrinter2;                          
style header_id from header /                                           

font_weight = Light;                                                 
style data_decimal_1 from data /                          

tagattr = "format:0.0";                                              
style data_decimal_2 from data /                          

tagattr = "fixed";                                             
style data_decimal_3 from data /                          

tagattr = "format:0.000";                                            
end;

run;

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use Proc Template to produce a style sheet to assign a Variable name to the format you want

Note the syntax is
tagattr = "format:0.000";
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How to Use It

• Place the following line in the Proc Report
ods tagsets.ExcelXP style=XLNumberFormats path …
…
define Y1995 /  style(column) = data_decimal_1;
…
if X1995 = 'E' then call define 

("_C4_",'style','style=[background=yellow 
font_weight=bold 
tagattr = "format:0.0"]');

…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the style sheet is save you can use the syntax from PROC REPORT seen here to format a certain column with a certain number format
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Other Advanced Features

• Advanced formatting using Excel 
specifications.

• Use of Excel formulas in the SAS code.
• Use of multiple and different procedures 

in one session
• Formatting for printed documents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The are many advanced features
Links can be created in the output to allow for a “Drill Down” feature for the output
Advanced formatting can be used by using the Excel formats.  This can be done even though Excel is not referenced during the creation of the output
Excel formulas can be used in the dataset and then run when the file is loaded into excel
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To Recap

You can create output using SAS that can 
be read by your current Excel 
application 
– Without the need to run EXCEL
– Without Using DDE
– Without having Excel installed on the platform you 

are using
– Without the need to run the SAS Excel Engine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You need to make sure you have run Excel XP before you try the exampls
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References

Available on the http://SAS website
• Creating Multi-Sheet Excel Workbooks the Easy Way with SAS,  

Vincent DelGobbo, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, SAS Global Forum 
2007

• You Use SAS, Your Boss Uses Excel, Guess Where Your Results 
Are Going to Appear!  Using ODS to Create Your Results in Excel,  
William E Benjamin Jr, Owl Computer Consultancy, LLC, Phoenix, AZ, 
SAS Global Forum 2009

• ExcelXP Tagset Help SAS 9.1.3, v1.70, 6/5/2007 Release, SAS 
Institute 

• Code for the examples, ExcelXP tagset and style sheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of papers that can be found   here  …  for those who want to further study this method some of the papers are
Creating Multi-Sheet Excel Workbooks the easy way
SAS Technology Centres XML tips and tricks
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UUsing ODS and XML to sing ODS and XML to 
produce Excel Outputproduce Excel Output

QuestionsQuestions
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